OAS approved Upset Prevention and Recovery Training (UPRT) Schools

These schools have been evaluated and determined to meet the DOI requirements for UPRT training.

- APS Professional, Arizona, Texas, Alabama (866)359-4273 www.apstraining.com
- Chandler Air Service, Arizona (480)963-6420 www.aerobatics.com
- CP Aviation, California (805)525-2138 www.cpaviation.com
- Patty Wagstaff Aviation Safety, Florida 904-806-5778 www.pattywagstaff.com
  (If using Patty Wagstaff for initial add two flights to the course)

To have any additional schools evaluated contact the Fixed Wing Specialist at OAS Division of Technical Services,

Jacob Mitchem
208-484-1762
jacob_mitchem@ios.doi.gov
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